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The St. Lawrence...River of the
Giant Muskies
Little did we know back in 1980, when we eagerly began a
serious catch and release program with muskies, how
successful the effort would be. Naturally, as with any new
concept, we had no idea how long it would take to see the
fruits of our labor, but we kept the faith.
Bearing in mind that a 30 lb. muskie is about eleven years
old, we knew it would take time, but now, 35 years later, the
results are truly becoming known. Throughout the 80s and
90s, 30 to 35 lb. fish were trophies. Today they are
considered "small." These days, 40 to 50 lb. fish are very
common with whopper 50+ lb. fish caught every season.

Young Freddie Sarkis set the stage for a weekend of big bass
with this 4 1/2 lb. dandy as his family celebrated their annual
reunion fishing trip in Clayton. Freddies' grandpa (not pictured)
tied him for weekend honors later in the day............ (Sarkis photo)

Smallmouth Bass Reach Record
Size in the 1000 Islands:

The largest muskie caught reported in the 1000 Islands in
over 50 years was allegidlly caught last year. by a Canadian
angler. Using various measurement formulas, the 57" x 33"
giant was estimated at over 70 lbs., which would have made
it a new world record. Caught on our 40 Acre Shoals area, it
was released but never officially weighed, adding to the
intrigue. To "Muskie Men," that's MUSKIE FISHING FUN!
The traditional month for prime muskie fishing is October. By
then the river temperature is well on its way down, which
sparks the feeding frenzy in these huge fish that are
biologically driven to store up fat for the coming winter. It is
also a time when many of our "local" muskies return to their
wintering and spawning grounds in the 1000 Islands after
summering in Lake Ontario.

Years ago, a Gazette feature story was titled "Why Your Have to
Catch a Dozen Small Bass to Get A Keeper." The story went on
to remind readers that if you catch no small bass, you'll never
catch big ones. Well, for the anglers that complained about
having to catch small bass back then, future bass seasons were Prime muskie grounds in the 1000 Islands center around the
their reward. And, that reward continues today.
massive 40 Acre Shoal, an area near Clayton of over 20
From the earliest days of last year's season it became obvious square miles. Numerous trolling "runs" fill the anglers day as
that this was going to be another special season. Maybe even the the guide constantly tries to outwit these elusive trophies.
beginning of many "special" seasons. All those little bass we For years the legal limit for muskies was 36". Then,
were catching and releasing for years have now grown into 3, 4 biologists discovered that muskies do not reproduce until
and 5 lb. fish spread throughout the entire 1000 Islands.
they reached 36". For decades, anglers were taking fish that
In the spring, when they were in shallow waters following the had never had the opportunity to even replace themselves,
spawn they responded to a variety of lures including tube baits let alone increase the population.
and twister tails cast on jigs and shallow diving crank baits in The first jump in the size limit was to 38". It then increased to
any various colors. For bass anglers everywhere there is nothing 40", 44", 48 and now stands at 52" in both New York and
more exciting than having a huge "smally" erupt from the Ontario. This translates into putting the limit size to include
surface in shallow water trying to get its freedom from the hook. fish weighing about 35 pounds minimum. Where 20 years
As the water warmed into the summer the bass went deeper, but ago these were deemed mountable fish, today they are
not all that deep, contrary to history. Frequent anglers, including considered a "nice catch"
guides, continually commented on how the fish never really But any muskie, regardless of size, is a prize. Catching a
went deep despite the warm water. While live bait in the form of muskie, regardless of size, makes them a member of the
minnows and worms were the preferred snack for the big bass, most exclusive fraternity of all fresh water anglers. Catching
deep water vertical jigging was also productive.
and landing a muskie makes them a full fledged "Muskie
Throughout the summer and into the fall the big fish always Man."
Cont. on last page
Cont. on last page

Spring Pike Fishing ........
No Better Way to Open the
New Season!
After a long winter of watching weekly TV fishing shows
and going to outdoor shows to keep your interest alive
and stock up on new lures and tackle, there is no better
way to kick of the new fishing season than fishing for the
2nd largest game fish that makes the 1000 islands their
home territory.
The average size northern pike in the St. Lawrence is
about 5 lbs. with fish ranging from yearlings to over 10
lbs. While larger pike inhabit waters much farther north
and to the west in the western provinces of Canada, trips
to these far off places cost in the thousands of dollars and
the season is very short due to the sub arctic climate. In
the St. Lawrence pike offer anglers the longest season of
all river fish, extending from the 1st Saturday in May
through March 15th of the following year. The 6 week
closed season gives them time enough to spawn and
then they are back on the quarry list.
Spring pike fishing is always a bit of a challenge to
establish a pattern and patterns can change almost daily
as the pike regain their strength by gorging themselves on
anything they can get their razor sharp teeth into. At the
onset of the season fishing usually begins in weedy
shallows. As the days and weeks pass the fish will move
from the shallows to deeper water in search of more and
bigger fish to dine on. By summer the larger pike are in
the depths of the river where they can lie in wait for
passing fish hidden by the weed cover on the river
bottom.
Perhaps what makes spring pike fishing so exciting is the
variety of baits that can be used. Every angler has his
tackle box, well stocked with a variety of lures or perhaps
even only a few that have served them well over the
years. It is hard to imaging a north country tackle box that
doesn't have at least one red & white daredevil in it.
Today most tackle boxes have a large variety of lures
ranging from spoons and spinners to shallow, medium
and deep diving crank baits of every description. All have
the potential for success when fishing for spring pike.
Live bait can also be a great producer of pike. The
preferred bait is shiners from bass size up. Many anglers
believe in larger bait catch larger fish but this isn't
necessarily the truth. A hungry pike will bite on anything it
can catch, regardless of the size. The one thing that
larger bait does do is keep smaller fish off the hook. This
point is somewhat born out by the many summer bass
anglers who hook into 20 and 30 lb. muskies while fishing
with bass size shiners. "Why would a fish that big be
interested in such a small bait" they ask. "Don't ask me,
but when they are hungry, they'll eat anything" I reply.
Small bait will catch big fish. It's as simple as that.
Cont. on last page

Mixed Party Fishing Trips:
With other costs on the rise, these popular fishing trips have lowered the
cost of a first class guided fishing adventure to as little as $60 per person.
The trips are on a cost per head basis, opposed to private charters that
charge about twice as much for the exclusive use of the guide and his boat
for the entire day.
Historically, anglers would hire one of the local professional guides along
the river. Arrangements would call for the angler and his group to fish for a
day for a total charge that included the guide, use of his boat and live bait.
If the party consisted of two, the cost to each would equal 50% of the total
charges, if four, a forth, etc.
In 1980 we introduced the concept of east coast party boat fishing, but on a
smaller scale. The principal called for operation of the boat at a capacity
that would be profitable, while being much less expensive on a personal
basis for the anglers by having them pay only their individual share of the
cost. Today, one angler can enjoy the amenities of a guided trip for as little
as $60 for a four hour trip, sharing the overall cost with fellow fishermen
on board.
Fishing is exactly the same as is done on private Full Day Charter trips.
Fishing is for smallmouth bass and northern pike with both fishing tackle
and live bait supplied. Tackle is state of the art, usually replaced by the
guides every year or two. Live bait is in the form of silver shiners or large
night crawlers.
Anglers on drift fishing boats enjoy exciting fishing experiences for several
reasons. First, with the boats usually filled to about 75% capacity, catching
fish is much easier than on a boat with only five or six fishermen.
Obviously, the more bait concentrated under the boat, the more game fish
the boat will attract. Another reason for angler success lies in the
experience of the fishermen. Many fishermen tend to be less experienced
than more "seasoned" anglers who usually opt for private Full Day Charter
trips. As a result, they more carefully follow the guide’s instructions on
how to catch fish.
Besides smallmouth bass and northern pike, over the years, drift fishermen
have landed an array of fish including fresh water drum, catfish, walleye
and largemouth bass. On two occasions they have even hooked onto
muskellunge that were brought to the boat but later lost to lines severed by
their great teeth.
Fishing is done totally in New York State waters in the heart of the 1000
Islands region, around Clayton. Drifting along steep island drop-offs that
can serve as hiding places for pike and over deep underwater rock piles
and deep water rocky drop-offs that harbor vast populations of smallmouth
bass are the strategies employed by the experienced guides. New York
fishing licenses are necessary for all anglers seventeen and over.
Occasionally less experienced anglers seem disappointed if they don’t
return to the dock with a limit catch. But as experienced anglers well know,
limit catches day in and day out are not common, even for the best of
fishermen. It’s called "fishing" many are quick to point out, not "catching."
The action on board however, stemming from the near dozen shiners and
worms clustered under the rocking boat is almost always enough to keep
interest high and hopes alive that the days record catch will bite on your
line next.
Drift Fishing Trips depart daily from late June to Labor Day weekend at
7:45 A.M. and noon from the downtown Village Docks in Clayton, across
from the Clayton Opera House, The morning four hour trip costs $60 per
angler. The morning trip is the time of day when fishing is generally better
and the trip lasts until mid-day.
Advance reservations are necessary and can be made up until 6 P.M. the
night before but anglers are urged to make reservations as far in advance as
possible to insure their desired dates and times. A minimum of six anglers
are necessary for the boat to sail. A $25 p/p deposit must accompany the
reservation. To make reservations for Half Day Fishing trips, anglers may
contact 1000 Islands Fishing Charters by calling us at 315-686-2381.

Capt. Allen Benas Receives Bass Pro Shops "Pass It On" Award..
By Leo Maloney
Pass It On. Share the
outdoor heritage. Help
other gain the skills,
knowledge, and love
of the outdoors that
you have. Get others,
especially youngsters,
involved in outdoor
sports.
We all realize that it is
important for the future of our outdoor
sports and the issues of
conservation. Bass Pro
Shops agrees. That is
why Bass Pro Shops
has initiated the "Pass
It On" Award to recognize the outdoor writer
who has done the most
to share this knowl2006 NYS Jr. Angler Champion
edge and pass on a
Hunter Schafer (12), Clayton, NY
heritage of involvement in outdoor sports.
Bass Pro Shops is donating to the scholarship fund in the name
of the writer that the New York State Outdoor Writers
Association annually decides best exemplifies this ideal.

the national championship.
Because so many of
the youngsters who
participate come from
single parent households and often have
limited finances, Allen
Benas insured that no
child would be left out
because of income.
The Clayton Chamber
of Commerce, Clayton
Lions Club and Allen
and Susan Benas annually contributed money
to pay the airfare and
hotel expenses of the
winner and a parent or
guardian to attend the
IGFA event in Key
West.

Although there were several worthy candidates nominated,
NYSOWA is proud to announce that Allen Benas is winner of
the first "Pass It On" Award. Allen is a writer for various
publications and a member of NYSOWA since 1984. He is
currently a member of the Board of Directors of NYSOWA.

2005 NYS IGFA Jr. Angler Champion Jeremey Edwards (13), SyraRegardless of whether
cuse, NY
they went to Key
West, win a fishing
rod & reel, or just get
to go on the boat and enjoy the fishing and snacks, this is a great
event for the kids. I have been fortunate to accompany these
trips many times and the look of delight on these youngsters'
faces is priceless. The experience has opened up a whole new
world to these kids who want to fish, but did not have the
opportunity.

Al Benas has been responsible for getting hundreds of youngsters involved with fishing through the Clayton Kids Fishing
Contest and its Take A Kid Fishing Program. Al has been
responsible for organizing the program and publicizing it
throughout New York State.

The excitement of fishing and the love of the outdoors has
certainly been passed on to more than a thousand youngsters
thanks to Allen Benas. It is appropriate that NYSOWA has
chosen Al as the winner of the first annual award. He will set the
standard for all of us to follow.

Kids can register by mail or by e-mail and in May the lucky
youngsters names are drawn. Those winners get to fish on
charter boats with professional guides for northern pike amidst
the beauty of the Thousand Islands on the St. Lawrence River.
For most of these kids this is the first time that they have had this
opportunity and it is a dream come true. The kids who catch the
biggest pike on each boat are also awarded nice spinning rods
and reels.

In accepting his award Capt. Benas said "I would like to
thank the organization for the honor bestowed upon me. To
receive any form of recognition is a justifiable honor for anyone
but this particular award has a very special significance. Unlike
so many awards that recognize a single person as the sole
achiever, the real winners in this case have been the kids, which
over the 30 plus year history of the event, number in excess of
1,000."

Al has been the man responsible for organizing this Take A Kid
Fishing Contest and has gotten the Clayton Chamber of Commerce to sponsor
this event annually. Al takes care of the
publicity and youngsters from all over
the state have an opportunity to participate. This this outstanding event has
been going on for more than 30 years.

In 2007 IGFA discontinued sponsoring tournaments of any kind
to direct their efforts towards world
wide aquatic ecology and fishery preservation. As a result, and to continue this
great event, 1000 Islands Fishing Charters continues to sponsor the annual
Take-A-Kid Fishing contest on its' own.

For many years, because this event was
so well organized and functioning for so
long, it was recognized by the IGFA as
the state qualifying event for their Junior
Angler Program National Championship.
Twenty of the youngsters fish in two
shifts and the person who catches the
largest northern pike got to go to Key
West, Florida and fish for 2 days with a
professional Key West fishing guide for

2004 IGFA NYS Jr. Angler Champion
Jacob Judd (12), Naples, NY

Today 20 young anglers are selected at
random from entires submitted from
across New York State, promoted by
members of the NYSOWA in their
magazine and weekly newspaper columns and radio and TV shows.
The event is held in early June with 10
young anglers fishing on each of the
morning and afternoon trips, accompanied by Capt. Benas and his first mate.

We Offer the Largest Selection of Package Fishing Trips in the 1000
Islands Region...Here is Just a Sampling:
When it comes to complete fishing and even hunting trip
packages, 1000 Islands Fishing Charters pioneered packaging in
the 1000 Islands and still offers the most complete line of trips to
fit every schedule and budget.
Your accommodations are at a local motel with a river view,
outside grill and picnic tables for those wishing to do their own
cooking., Living up to our high standards, the motel offers super
clean rooms and friendly owners. Rooms offer twin beds or one
king or queen, depending on the make up of the group. The
motel is just minutes from where you board the boat and
Clayton's several breakfast and evening dining establishments.

International Fishing Trip: Without doubt, our most
popular fishing trip package, it is designed around a 3 day/2
night schedule. This one package set the standard for all other
fishing trips throughout the northeast.
A.B.'s Office, with its huge fishing deck, offers more room for
The trip includes two full days of guided fishing with your own
eight anglers than other boats do for four. It is the only U.S.C.G.
private guide. Fishing is for northern pike, smallmouth bass,
Certified and inspected charter boat on the St. Lawrence River.
walleye or muskie, depending in the time of year. Your fishing
day begins at 7:45 A.M. and lasts until 3 to 3:30 P.M. Your day
includes a hearty lunch, usually with a shore dinner, prepared on
one of the 1000 Islands on your first fishing day and an on-board lunch on the second day. Anglers can also opt for on-board lunches
both days, if they wish. If you wish to keep your catch they will be cleaned and prepared for transit by your guide.
The package cost also includes all applicable taxes. The price of the trip is based on party size, costing $360 p/p for 9-10 anglers,
$375 p/p for 6-8 anglers, $410 for 5, $567.50 p/p, $440 for 4, $507.50 for 3 and $640 p/p for a party of just 2. The only
additional cost is a fishing license if you don't already have one.

The Fishermen's Get-A-Way: package affords anglers the opportunity to fish for just one day instead of two but still enjoying
a unrushed schedule. The full day of guided fishing includes the choice of either a shore lunch or on-board lunch and two nights
lodging. The cost of the package is $245 for a party of 6-8, $255 p/p for a group of 5, $225 for a group of 4, $297.50 p/p for a
group of 3 and $380 p/p for a party of 2.

Fall Muskie Hunt: Fall is beautiful in the 1000 Islands and highlighting our offerings at that time of year is our Fall Muskie Hunt.
The trip offers two days of guided fishing for trophy muskies, North Americas largest fresh water game fish. The 1000 Islands is
renowned as the finest muskie waters in North America and nowhere else do anglers have the better chance to achieve the ultimate
fresh water fishing experience of landing the trophy of a lifetime and being inducted into the most exclusive fraternity of fresh water
anglers, that of the "Muskie Men." The package also includes two nights lodging and on-board lunches served both days. The cost of
the trip is $365 p/p for a group 6, $399.50 for 5, $427.50 p/p for a group of 4, $497.50 p/p for a group of 3 and $630 p/p for a
party of 2.

Fall Sportsmen's Safari: We even offer a trip that combines fishing with a day afield hunting upland birds at a nearby hunting
preserve. Unlike most preserves, our's is made up of farmland that is actively worked all year to raise fruits and vegetables for local
farmers markets. In the fall its 600 acres provide some of the
best pheasant, quail and chukar hunting in the state. The hunting
allows each shooter five pheasants or a mixed bag of what ever
comes into their sights. Hunters are accompanied by a dog and
handler. Couple this with two days of guided fishing for the
species of fish desired and you have one of the greatest
sportsman's outings available anywhere. The trip includes
lunches on both fishing days and three nights lodging. Fish and
birds are dressed and prepared for transit home. The package
cost is $550 p/p for a group of 6, $587.50 p/p for a group of 5,
$625 for a group of 4, $695 p/p for a party of 3 and $899.50
p/p for a party of 2. After Sept. 13th dinners and breakfasts are
not included and the price drops to $507.50 p/p for a party of 6,
$547.50 p/p for a group of 4-5, $599 p/p for a group of 3 and
$825 p/p for a party of 2.

Nothing puts a smile on your face like a 40 lb. muskie!

And these are just our most popular packages. Visit our website
for a complete listing at www.1000-islands.com/fishing .
Another tip: make reservations as early as possible to insure your
desired dates. Deposits are very reasonable and the only
additional cost is your Ontario fishing license, delivered to
Clayton.

NYS Dept. of Parks & Historical Preservation Insure the
Future of Traditional 1000 Islands Guide's Shore Dinners
These is no longer standing tradition in the 1000
Islands, with the possible exception of the Sunday
afternoon boat ride for a fried chicken dinner, than
a guide prepared 1000 Islands Shore Dinner. They
began over 100 years ago and remain an important
part of a day’s fishing with a guide. So important,
that many long time river fishermen wouldn’t
consider their day of fishing with a guide complete
without one.
A shore dinner begins in the morning when anglers
head for the fishing grounds. With 200 square miles
of river and islands within a 10 mile radius of
Clayton, there are lots to choose from, depending of
course, on the weather conditions.
After a morning of catching their dinner, the party
heads to the dinner grounds for the remainder of
their day. There the guide prepares what is perhaps
one of the most unique and unusual meals they have
ever experienced.
The menu includes deep fried fatback and onion
sandwiches for appetizers along with a freshly
tossed garden salad with Thousand Island Dressing,
A guide prepared 1000 Islands Shore Lunch is one of the oldest traditions
of course. The dressing was created in the early
along the St. Lawrence River. Their future has been assured thanks to the
1900s by the wife of a Clayton fishing guide for use
NYS Dept. of Parks & Historic Preservation
on his shore dinners. Its popularity has now grown
around the world. The main course brings on a pot
of boiled potatoes, steamed fresh corn on the cob and breaded deep fried fish, probably the freshest the party has ever had. This is all
topped off with a dessert of crispy, deep fried "Guides" French toast, complete with a topping of caps full of maple syrup, cream and
brandy. Throughout the dinner anglers enjoy an unlimited supply of fire boiled "Guide's" coffee, sure to be some of the tastiest coffee
they ever drank.
In the earliest days shore dinners were prepared just about anyplace the guide was at lunch time. With undeveloped property abundant
along the river all the guide had to do was pull his boat up on shore, build a stone fire pit and cook the meal. Over the years fishing
guides developed specific parcels for the purpose. Usually leased and sometimes even donated to the guides to use. These areas had
docks and fireplaces along with work and picnic tables. The more elaborate ones even had covered shelters, built by the guides, for
use in case of rainy weather.
Over the years property has become scarce as it has been purchased and developed for private use. With the increased property values,
shore dinner proceeds from shore dinners cannot justify an investment by guides in riverfront property for their use. Shore dinners are
not what one would call a major “profit center.” It is the continuation of a 100+ year old tradition, began by our predecessors, with the
1000 Islands being one of the only places left in North America where anglers can experience such a thing. A dinner made from
scratch, with all fresh ingredients, no canned goods, in a production that approaches any TV food show.
Victims of time, guides have been forced to pursue other avenues if the tradition of the shore dinner was to continue. Most recently, a
dinner sight was added at the Rivershed at the Antique Boat Museum in Clayton. While not providing the natural setting of island
dinner sights, the Rivershed does provide a large covered area for both large groups and rainy day cooking and also allows the anglers
to tour the unique museum while their lunch is being prepared by their guide.
Years ago Clayton guides approached the New York State Parks Commission seeking use of land in Ell Bay at either Canoe or Picnic
Point State Parks. Back then this was pretty much impossible since the Commission could not allocate specific parcels of state park
land for private use and the guides associations were considered private organizations.
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Good Fishing!

But then a significant change occurred when the State Park Commission became the
Dept. of Parks, Recreation and Historical Preservation. All of a sudden the issue of
preserving the heritage and tradition of the shore dinner took on greater significance.
The location assigned the guides is at Picnic Point State Park, owned by Parks and
Recreation. This location has numerous trees and affords a view of Eel Bay for anglers
to enjoy the ever changing riverscape while the guides prepare their shore lunches.
The guides constructed a covered shelter with cement block fireplace and added four
picnic tables and a work area.
The combined efforts of the N.Y.S. Dept. of Parks, Recreation and Historic
Preservation and the Clayton Guides Association is an excellent example of how history
in the 1000 Islands is trying to be preserved for the enjoyment of our's and our younger
generation's enjoyment of the out of doors and everything it offers, including
association with nature at its finest, respecting other creatures in our world and
especially, the fun that family and friends can have enjoying the outdoors together.

"Giants" Cont. from Page 1
Our Fall Muskie Hunt offers muskie
anglers the best opportunity to catch a
trophy muskie. It includes two full days
of fishing along with two nights lodging
and hot lunch served on board the
boat each day. The only meals anglers are responsible for on their own
are breakfasts and dinners at any of
the local restaurants.
Over the years we have sent hundreds of happy anglers from across
the country and around the world
home with tall tales to tell about their
prize catches. For many their goal was
achieved but for most others, their fall
muskie hunt has become an annual
gathering among friends to improve on
their "records."
Book in and get Muskie Fever!!

2015 N.A.F.C... ........
Approved!
For the 18th consecutive year 1000 Islands Fishing Charters has been designated an "Approved" fishing charter service by the North American Fishing Club,
the nation's largest sport fishing organization.
Back in 1993, when first awarded this
designation, we were one of 299 in North
America and 147 in the U.S.
Over the years, the number of approved
outfitters has diminished drastically due to
refined judging criteria.
Although this years numbers are not published yet, last year we were one of 69 in
in the entire U.S., including Alaska, 12 in
New York State and the only one in
Jefferson County, the area including the
eastern basin of Lake Ontario and the St.
Lawrence River/1000 Islands.

1000 Islands Trivia
Thousand Island Salad Dressing
was created by the wife of a local
Clayton fishing guide in the early
1900s and first served to the dining
public at the Thousand Islands Inn.
Philadelphia Brand Cream Cheese
was originated in the mid 1800s at
the Kraft Cheese plant in nearby
Philadelphia, NY, not Pennsylvania
as commonly thought.
The international border joining
the U.S. and Canada divides the
1000 Islands unequally with 2/3rds of
the islands Canadian and 1/3rd U.S.
The boundry, established in 1815 by
the Treaty of Ghent, remains in the
water throughout the region, never
touching any dry land.

1000 Islands Fishing Charters
.
Featured 33 Times on the Travel ...
Channel's Taste of America Series:.
His search for the origin of Thousand Island Salad Dressing
led TV celebrity host Mark Decarlo to Clayton and the
Thousand Islands Inn, where the dressing was first served to
the dining public in the early 1900s.
TV host Mark Decarlo enjoyed his first shore dinner in search of the origin
of T. I. Dressing.

Decarlo was here after Labor Day to film a segment for his
popular Travel Channel show "Taste of America." The
show has aired 35 times since to 50 million TV households
around the world each time.

The show included a fishing trip with Capt. Allen Benas, complete with a shore
dinner, where the dressing was first served to fishing parties and a segment on making
the dressing, of which 5,000 bottles are produced annually, all made entirely by hand.

"Spring Pike" Cont. from Page 2

"Bass" Cont. from Page 1

In trying to establish a pattern that will catch
pike shiners are always the best place to
begin. Lipped hooked on a #4 or #6 hook the
shiners are drifted across shallow weed beds
weighted down by a light split shot sinker so as
not to bury it in the weeds.

seemed to be there. Fortunately, most
anglers chose to release the large fish,
knowing that such large fish are really not
very good table fare, but more important,
these large breeders are much better left
to the gene pool than a chowder bowl. On
the river, especially in the late summer
and fall, you can depend on every fish
over 17" being a female trying to gorge
itself in order to build up a supply of fat
to help carry them through the winter.
Fish that have survived to this length are
smarter than those who succumbed in
their earlier years. Their traits passed on
to their offspring will insure a healthy
population of strong and smart fish for
future anglers.

While most of the group fishes with live bait it
is always a good idea for one or two to cast a
variety of artificial baits in every direction
around the boat. Casting covers a much larger
area than drifting live bait does and changing
lures after every dozen or so casts can quickly
establish a preference, if there is one that day.
31 years of experience fishing for pike has
proven to me that anglers fishing live bait will
catch the most fish over the course of the day
but the largest fish of the day will be brought to
the boat on an artificial lure.
Spring pike fishing is a tradition along the St.
Lawrence River and especially in the 1000
Islands. The multitude of habitat lends itself
well to successful fishing. Although we offer
private Full Day Charters for spring pike our
most popular offering is our Spring Pike
Roundup. The trip offers two full days of guided
fishing with lunch served on board both days,
two nights lodging and live bait and tackle. The
trip is offered from opening day through the
third Thur. in May. The cost of this package is
the lowest of any package fishing trip on the
river making it a 1st class fishing trip at a
"bargain basement" price. After the third Thur.
in May spring pike fishing continues in the form
of our International Fishing Trip which offers
everything the Roundup does plus two breakfasts and dinners and deluxe lodging at the
Thousand Islands Inn.
Early reservations are encouraged to insure
your preferred dates with its very limited time
frame.

As for the smaller fish, they have not
disappeared either. But since bass do not
usually school in multiple age groups, if
you got into a school of big fish you
didn't catch small ones and visa versa.
The 1000 Islands has always been known
and respected as one of North Americas'
prime smallmouth bass "factories." As the
season came to an end we drifted into
winter feeling very confident of the areas'
ability to retain that distinction.
1000 Islands Fishing Charters specializes
in bass fishing trips throughout the season
which runs from mid June through September. Offerings include our Half Day
Mixed Party trips and private Full Day
Charters.
For anglers making their trip a multi-day
adventure, our most popular offering is
our International Fishing Trip. It includes
two full days of guided fishing, two nights
accommodations, two lunches, including
the option of a 1000 Islands Shore Dinner
on one of the two days, all tackle and live
bait and aapplicable taxes. Party sizes can
range from 2 to 10 anglers on the boat
with prices based on the size of the party.
Anglers are encouraged to book in early
to get their preferred dates, especially if
the trip is planned over a weekend.

